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One day, I surfed on the Internet.

I googled “matematika Indonesia”,
and this was what I found…
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The quality 
of science 

news in our 
national 

media is not 
satisfactory, 
sometimes 
misleading.
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I also found the following…
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Siapakah Alan Turing Itu?
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Alan Turing, Pencipta Komputer Pertama (Sulthan, 7 Maret 2016)

Siapakah Alan Turing Itu (H. Gunawan, 5 Mei 2015)
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Internet Era
• A period in the information age 

in which communication and 
commerce via the Internet 
became a central focus for 
businesses, consumers, 
government, and the media. 

• The Internet era also marks the 
convergence of the computer 
and communications industries 
and their associated services and 
products.

Source: en.wikipedia.org

Gen Z live in the 
Internet Era.
How good is the 
profile of our 
Gen Z?
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Statistics of Internet users in 
Indonesia (1)

Source: wearesocial.com 12



Statistics of Internet users in 
Indonesia (2)

Sumber: marketeers.com
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I am afraid that our Gen Z only 
live in Era Z, but do not possess 
Gen Z criteria.

Gen Z is part of a generation that is global, social, 
visual and technological. They are the most 
connected, educated and sophisticated generation 
ever. They are the up-agers, with influence beyond 
their years. They are the tweens, the teens, the 
youth and young adults of our global society. They 
are the early adopters, the brand influencers, the 
social media drivers, the pop-culture leaders. They 
don’t just represent the future, they’re creating it.

From http://generationz.com.au
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What are available in the Internet 
(including all the apps) that can 
support Gen Z education (in a wide 
sense)?
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Online Learning (via Internet)

• MIT Open Course

• Khan’s Academy

• Coursera

• edX

• Ed2go

• Indonesia-X

• …
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What more can we do?
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Our Ministry of 
Communication & 
Information urged 

us to contribute 
positive contents 

to the Internet.
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Triggered by the current 
situation, I decided to blog 
about mathematics and 
science…
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Bermatematika.net
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Anakbertanya.com

Apa itu Matematika?
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The books distributed nationwide
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Audio-Picture Book:
What Do You Wish to Be?

Watch it here  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1waPiZfpySc 28

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1waPiZfpySc


Festival Anak Bertanya
Curious Children’s Festival, since 2015
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#Diskusi
MLI

MLI := 
Moedomo

Learning 
Initiatives
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Concluding Remarks
• Scientists have to be more active in promoting 

Science to the society, especially to the youth, by 
using various media that are available in the 
Internet (and others).

• Supports from the government and industries are 
important. In the case I presented here, 
sponsorship for the production and distribution of 
books is helpful. Sponsorship for events such as 
Science Festival is also needed.

• Scientists and science graduates who are potential 
to become science communicators should be 
encouraged and supported. We need more of 
them now! 35



Thank you.
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